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imagineSanAntonio Endorses VIA’s Modern Streetcar Project 

imagineSanAntonio endorses VIA Metropolitan Transit’s plans to develop the Modern Streetcar 
System as a significant step toward a regional multi-modal transportation system.   

VIA was established by a vote of the citizens of San Antonio to develop a transportation system 
to serve the entire region that would be responsible to participating member local 
governments.  For many years, VIA has managed a successful local and express bus system, but 
lately it has started planning other modes of transportation as alternatives to the automobile. 

The Modern Streetcar is a key component in an urban transportation system that will further 
the goal of creating a vibrant urban district by spurring economic development along its routes.  
But the proposed streetcar routes should be only the beginning; the surrounding 
neighborhoods should share in the convenience and economic benefits of the streetcar, too.  
VIA must make it clear that the proposed Modern Streetcar is a "starter system" and that it 
intends to extend the lines to serve the citizens in other inner city neighborhoods, including the 
near Eastside, Westside, and Southside.  imagineSanAntonio supports the development of a 
multi-modal transportation network that will serve the whole region, not just the residents of 
the urban core. 

imagineSanAntonio supports the development of the Modern Streetcar starter system with the 
full expectation that it will be extended in the near future to serve more citizens.  If fully 
implemented, imagineSanAntonio believes the proposed system will: 

1. Provide an attractive form of public transportation for a large segment of the 
resident population of San Antonio, including the young and the elderly who often 
lack mobility. 

2. Encourage development in areas that have experienced economic decline for many 
years and already have the infrastructure in place to support new homes and 
businesses. 

3. Create a more pedestrian-oriented Downtown by allowing citizens to leave their cars 
at home while enjoying the numerous historical and cultural amenities of the city. 

4. Produce less air pollution, noise, and congestion in the inner city, thus creating a 
safer and healthier urban environment while helping the City maintain compliance 
with the federal Clean Air Act.  

5. Facilitate the development of more walkable neighborhoods as envisioned in 
SA2020.  



6. Strengthen the inner core of the region which is the most cost-effective way to 
improve the performance of the entire transportation system. 

VIA has held numerous public forums to receive citizen input and to develop consensus around 
the most logical routes for the initial lines.  VIA has shown how the streetcar lines can be 
extended to serve additional neighborhoods and destinations, making the system more 
efficient and accessible in the future.  Thousands of San Antonio citizens have spoken through 
the SA 2020 process about the need for a more integrated multi-modal transportation system, 
and this initiative supports those citizens’ desires.  

imagineSanAntonio strongly endorses VIA’s Modern Streetcar system as a critical means of 
improving the quality of life in San Antonio. 

 


